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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a coaxial safety valve that has been developed for safety gas taps used in domestic cooking appliances, the primary
characteristics of which is that it comprises a thread allowing it to be directly mounted in the gas tap and a wrench head allowing it to be screwed
into the gas tap. Thus, the need in the state of the art for the unions that are used for securing safety valves to gas taps and preventing thereof from
being displaced has been eliminated. In this manner, not only the number of parts in safety gas taps is reduced, but also mounting steps of gas
taps are facilitated. Accordingly, the invention is capable of replacing the existing coaxial magnets, wherein the basic difference is the manner in
which the magnet is secured in the gas tap. Moreover, the invention according to the application is also different in that the coaxial (thermocouple
connector), otherwise secured in the union in the state of the art, is connected directly to the magnet.
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